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This outstanding home has a true air of opulence thanks to its impressive

facade and large, spacious rooms, all beautifully designed with high-end

finishes. 

The statement entrance hall features an impressive gallery staircase and

leads to the study and dining room at the front of the property. Double

doors lead into the luxurious lounge with feature French doors extending

out onto the garden. 

At the heart of the property is an impressive, high specification kitchen

with dining room and highly desirable garden room. Light floods into this

room through large feature windows and double doors that open out onto

the garden. There is also a separate utility room with access to the garden. 

Upstairs there are five double bedrooms and a family bathroom with both

bath and shower facilities. Bedroom two is ideal as a guest room as it

benefits from its own en-suite, whilst the master bedroom has the luxury

of a dressing area, as well as a stylish en-suite with large shower.

Shelf - Quintessentially Yorkshire

The delightful village of Shelf is brimming with Yorkshire tradition,

punctuated by attractive period buildings and retaining a strong spirit of

community.

The village traces back to the Domesday Book and offers a selection of

family-run shops, pubs, cafes and restaurants, whilst neighbouring

Buttershaw provides the convenience of a large supermarket. Shelf boasts

an impressive range of amenities for a village of is size, including a doctors

surgery, primary school and pre-school.

For those seeking to fully immerse themselves in rural life, the Shelf area

offers no fewer than three farm shops, each with an impressive array of

delectable local produce. Keen golfers are also spoilt for choice, with four

golf clubs inside a five-mile radius of Moorbank Lea.

Passing along the northern edge of the village is the renowned Calderdale

Way, a 50-mile footpath winding through some of Yorkshire's most

enchanting scenery. The path offers moorland, woodland and dales,

making for some spectacular country walks. 

Shelf is ideally located for commuters with junction 26 of the M62 under 6

miles away and offering a gateway to Leeds and Manchester. The cities of

Bradford, Halifax and Huddersfield are all within easy reach.

Shelf offers a perfect blend of luxury, tradition and convenience, which

conspire to make this quaint village one of Yorkshire's hidden gems.

Relaxed Country Living At Moorbank Lea

Nestled in a charming corner of West Yorkshire, Moorbank Lea offers

aspirational homeseekers the best of both worlds. 

Moorbank Lea combines picturesque views of the countryside and a

characterful village location with straightforward access to the M62,

striking a perfect balance between rural appeal and excellent transport

links. Moorbank Lea offers a retreat from the hustle and bustle of the city,

whilst keeping amenities close at hand.

An exquisite range of two, three, four and five bedroom homes is available

at Moorbank Lea, each designed by Harron Homes' famous exacting

standards. Great care has been taken to deliver a fresh, contemporary

collection of properties, enriched with a unique character to stand the

test of time. 

Sophisticated designs are brought to life with stylish kitchens, sleek

bathrooms and generous living spaces, catering for every modern comfort.

All of our properties at Moorbank Lea also benefit from those additional

exclusive touches that are the hallmark of a Harron home, making you

feel at ease from the moment you step through the door.
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